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Abstract

Digital whiteboards offer a large screen space and therefore support multi-user collaboration. While working on this large display several drawbacks could be detected. The projectors have a low resolution. Besides, zooming and navigation need some practice. The benefit of public presentation of information accompanies with the drawback of users feeling awkward while working in front of an audience. Extending the setup with additional mobile devices, such as tablet computers, adds several benefits. Private interaction via touch gestures and the high-resolution of this device enable a smart, fast and precise interaction. On the other hand, the combination of tablet computers with digital whiteboards causes a lot of gaze shifts between these devices. When the same data is presented in different ways, users search for prominent points to use them as orientation points.

In this thesis we present an approach to support users’ orientation on whiteboards, by detecting their focus and showing the position of the tablet’s current view at the whiteboard screen. When the tablet’s view is outside the currently shown view on the whiteboard display, visual cues appear as borderlines on the edges of the whiteboard. These lines indicate the distance and direction of the tablet’s view via opacity and position. Additionally to a rendered solution, we investigated in an ambient light approach, which indicates the distances of the tablet’s view through the lights color. We evaluated our solution by an explorative interview with two experts. This also included the comparison of rendered- and ambient light visual cues. The results show, overall the rendered approach performs better, compared to ambient light.
Chapter 1

Introduction

With the introduction of digital whiteboards, collaboration is getting enriched and the direct interaction-way of this device simplifies work in many ways (Figure 1.1). Especially the work with extensive datasets, as for example map interaction, benefits from the large screen space. A digital whiteboard can display all this data and therefore provide an overview, observable for everybody.

Figure 1.1: A digital whiteboard supports the simultaneous work of multiple users. Moreover, it provides an overview of large datasets, observable by everybody.
1. Introduction

At the same time, mobile devices are becoming increasingly ubiquitous and are thus widely available. They are well integrated in our daily life and support us constantly. We are used to the interaction with our mobile devices and know their features well. Although their great opportunities, mobile devices are mostly used for private interactions and to substitute features like checking emails.

With benefits like direct manipulation via touch gestures, mobile devices have a great potential as an additional interaction space and to support users in interacting with digital whiteboards. Compared to mobile phones, tablet computers are especially suitable for this setup because of their form factor. They provide enough screen space for working in a comfortable way.

1.1 Distributed User Interfaces and Cross-Device Interaction

By adding an additional tablet computer to the digital whiteboard to further enhance this setup, Distributed User Interfaces (DUIs) and the interaction of those devices become a concern. First, we want to refer to the definition of DUIs by Elmqvist [9, page 2]:

“A distributed user interface is a user interface whose components are distributed across one or more of the dimensions input, output, platform, space, and time.”

An issue in DUIs is the management of human-computer-interaction. Input and output as well as data can be redirected to the different devices [9, page 1]. Furthermore, Rashid et al. [30, 31] detected, the major known drawback of this setup is constant gaze shifts between the devices. The results of their study show, a gap between the displays as it appears on a whiteboard plus mobile device-setup slows down the movement of visual objects across these displays. Additionally, they found out that coordinated visuals could cause attention switches. These attention switches are related to performance overhead. Tested within this study were text, image and map search tasks. While working with maps, searching for eye-catching points and reorientate oneself on the other display are issues in particular (Figure 1.2).

Therefore, we will address these concerns by visual cues that support users in cross-device interaction. The orientation support we are presenting in this thesis needs to attract attention, while on the other hand, be suitable for collaboration and thus, is not distracting co-workers who are currently working on the whiteboard.

Another goal for our solution is to provide a system, which automatically responses to user’s attention, or more particularly, to a lack of attention. Therefore, visual cues that indicate the tablet view’s position, are shown on
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Figure 1.2: This sketch illustrates the problem with DULs. Constant gaze shifts between digital whiteboard and tablet computer are the result of this setup, as described by Rashid et al. [30, 31].

the whiteboard display as soon as a user’s focus is no longer on the tablet’s screen.

Focus indicates interest [42, 43] and addressing attention before requesting is a common behavior [23], as it is natural to focus who we speak to or who we expect answer from. This approach is also shown in attentive user interfaces, for example by Smith [36]. An example for a commercial product that is sensitive to focus is Samsung’s Galaxy S4 with its *smart pause* and *smart stay* functions. It automatically pauses videos when the focus is not on the phone anymore. *Smart stay* can prevent the mobile phones display from going to standby mode as long somebody is watching.

Interestingly, tracking head positions can reveal a lot about current focus. Stiefelhagen et al. [39] presented in their work, that head position is a great indicator for their focus. In 74% of their studied meeting scenarios, the focus could be predicted. Accordingly, our approach is to detect user-focus via face-detection and the built-in front camera of the tablet device (Figure 1.3).

1. Introduction

1.2 Supporting Interaction by using Visual Cues

We implemented different forms of visual cues that indicate the current position of the tablet’s view on the digital whiteboard for each user. These visual representations can be displayed on demand, by button or by focus-detection. We present two options:

- the visual cues for tablet views that are currently visible on the whiteboard display—referred to as on-screen visual cues (Figure 1.4),
- visual cues for tablet views that are outside of the whiteboard display—referred to as off-screen visual cues. These off-screen visual cues can further be classified in:
  - borderlines, rendered on the whiteboard—referred to as off-screen rendering (Figure 1.5), and
  - visual cues by ambient light—referred to as off-screen ambient light (Figure 1.6).

The on-screen visual cues are additionally supported by motion to attract attention, implemented as a magnification animation. This is caused by visual attention, which is concentrated around the fovea and therefore dependent on our current focus. The field of view where information can be processed fast varies from task to task [44]. When it comes to objects in motion, this field of view can increase largely [27]. Accordingly, animated objects can be detected easily, also when they are not in the current field of view. When off-screen visual cues are appearing on the edges around the digital whiteboard, the same effect attracts attention.

Figure 1.3: The focus-detection is done via the tablet’s built-in front camera and a face-detection algorithm.
Figure 1.4: An example for an on-screen representation of the tablet’s view.

Figure 1.5: An example for an off-screen rendering. The borderline appears on the top-edge of the whiteboard’s display, to indicate the direction of the tablet’s view. The opacity of the line shows the distance to the view.
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The first intent was to render borderlines directly on the whiteboard display. These lines should indicate distance and direction of the tablet’s view. After several design iterations the borderlines appear as shown in figure 1.5.

In our second approach of off-screen visual cues, we present an implementation via ambient light (Figure 1.6). This solution adds the benefit that it does not need any screen-space at all. Besides, ambient light is known to be less distracting [1]. We assume that co-workers, who are directly working on the whiteboard get less distracted by the ambient light, compared to the rendering of borderlines directly on the whiteboard. To support multi-user capability, all types of visual cues appear for each user in an individual color.

![Figure 1.6: An example for an off-screen visual cue implemented with ambient light.](image)

1.3 Application Scope

We show the extension of digital whiteboards with mobile devices, which brings additional interaction benefits, like a fast and easy way of direct manipulation. The system we present in this thesis is suitable for a large variety of applications. While a whiteboard is suitable for displaying an overview, each mobile device provides a detailed view and represents the individual focus (Figure 1.7). Especially for map applications, overview + detail is a common and effective visualization technique [4, 15, 28, 33]. The solution we are presenting supports the combination of overview + detail, distributed on multiple devices. As overview + detail is especially interesting in map applications, consequently this is the main application scope for our solution. Map views can be zoomed individually on each device and are able to show different types of data. More specifically, different types of data are diverse map views (hybrid and satellite) in our scenario.
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Figure 1.7: The basic concept supports collaboration as well as individual work on the large surface.

1.4 Contribution

This section covers a listing of the contribution we are making to this research area. In this thesis, we present a focus-aware technique for supporting users’ orientation on DUls. The implemented solution supports:

- on-screen representations, and
- off-screen representations of the tablet view,
  - in the form of rendered visual cues, and
  - via ambient light.

Furthermore, these visual cues can be triggered by button click, but our approach also works:

- focus-aware,
- calibration-free, and
- without dwell time.

While related work is mainly focusing on one small device, our presented solution is designed for the combination of large digital whiteboards with multiple tablet computers, and therefore, supports multi-user collaboration. Additionally, we have investigated in an explorative evaluation and a comparison of the implemented solution. This evaluation was done in the form of an interview. The results give insights in benefits and drawbacks of this system.
1.5 Outline

The structure of the thesis at hand is as follows: after this introduction, Chapter 2 discusses previous and related work, inspirations, existing projects with gaze interaction and ambient light. Based on these findings, the third chapter shows the application design. First, the setup and the approach of an extension with a tablet computer is presented. That chapter also includes the whole design process and the final on- and off-screen visual cues. The implementation is explained in detail in Chapter 4. That section covers the workflow, calculations and implementation details for the different types of visual cues, ambient light and multi-user handling. Finally, face tracking—the basis for the automatic focus-detection via the tablet’s built-in camera—and the underlying framework are discussed briefly. In the Discussion, design and results of an explorative interview about the comparison of the off-screen rendering and the off-screen borderlines via ambient light are described. Additionally, the limitations of our solution are described. The last chapter includes the conclusion and possibilities for future directions of the presented work.
Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter we discuss publications related to the thesis at hand. This knowledge is the basis for our solution. There exist numerous interesting publications in this research area, however, only the most important will be discussed briefly. These are structured in: similar setups, comparable visual cues, gaze and ambient light as interaction techniques.

2.1 Similar Setups

Several projects use a mobile device as private interaction space in combination with large public displays. A recent study concerning distributed user interfaces for emergency planning [8] shows deep insights in this research area. The presented system supports collaboration with a large, multi-touch, shared display and multiple private interaction spaces in the form of mobile devices. This solution is suggested, as it reduces information overload and improves individual information processing. The shared display showed multiple interaction points placed on a map, which were related to different topics. Each interaction point had a QR-Code, which enabled exploring information about the related topic via the individual mobile device (Figure 2.1). This is especially interesting, because of the similarity to our application scope.

Others, like Myers et al. [25], pointed out different applications for a similar setup. Examples are the slideshow commander for controlling presentations remotely, a remote clipboard and shortcuts for the extension of a workstation with an additional Personal Digital Assistant (PDA). A similar publication, by Greenberg et al. [13], presented a system to create and share notes. Multiple users worked with a PDA, where they could create notes and publish all or parts of them on a large public wall display. This system is mainly designed for collaborative situations, but benefits from the possibility of a private interaction space on the PDA. Rekimoto [32] showed in his work how a PDA can be used as a tool palette for a wall display. As
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Figure 2.1: The setup in [8] consisted of a shared display and multiple mobile devices. Additional information to the interaction points can be gained by scanning QR-Codes.

the large surface of a whiteboard display makes traditional interfaces with menu bars ineffective, the PDAs could be used to display interaction possibilities. Additionally, private information could be hidden on the PDA and interfaces could be personalized.

Besides the mentioned project, several publications [34, 45] show the benefit of high-resolution mobile devices, displaying a detailed focused view, while a large display presents the context. This is especially interesting for map applications. Sanneblad and Holmquist [34] used a tablet computer as a magic lens for details and a low-resolution wall display for the context view. The detailed view is displayed on the tablet computer, as soon as the device is placed in front of the current area of interest on the wall display. The views got automatically aligned to each other. However, this approach makes private interaction impossible. Sanneblad and Holmquist [34] reported that participants of a preliminary user study had concerns about the fragility of the setup. They feared to drop the device, which indicates that this is not a convenient way of interacting with this setup.

Similary, Olwal [26] used mobile phones for alternative views of large surfaces, like a magic lens. Pointing directly on the surface controlled the content, displayed on the mobile phone. In the other direction, the large surface’s zoom level could be controlled by the mobile phone. Furthermore, annotations in the form of text input and free-hand annotations could be added via mobile phones. Emphasized was the fact that these mobile phones provided tactile input opportunities. Multiple users could use the setup simultaneously. Users were separated by color, equally to the work at hand.
In contrast, Weigel et al. [45] presented a combination of low-resolution wall displays with handheld projectors as mobile devices. The view of these handheld projectors could change in size and displayed both, focus or context of the current area of interest. According to the actual requirements, users could control the transition between focus and context via the position of the projector. As users (and therefore projectors) moved closer to the wall, more detail was presented in higher resolution and a smaller projection. The transition between focus and context worked continuously and was suitable for collaboration of multiple users. Although the presented work used mobile devices, the benefit of a private interaction space was not supported.

Compared to the mentioned publications, our approach can be used to display different views on the tablet screen and on the whiteboard display. Particularly, this means different types of maps as well as overviews and detailed views.

As already discussed in Chapter 1, although the combination of a digital whiteboard and multiple mobile devices seems a suitable approach, this combination will bring some drawbacks. Constant gaze shifts between these devices [30, 31], the visual search for orientation points and the reorientation, accompany with this configuration. Therefore, this area needs further research.

2.2 Visual Attention and Perception

In the area of visual attention and perception, several interesting investigations have been done so far. As this is an important part of this work, the following section will consider visual cues for on- and o-screen objects, with a focus on the presented setup. While showing o-screen objects means perceiving elements on the whiteboard, which are not visible in the actual view, on-screen visual cues are more about guiding attention to a specific screen area.

2.2.1 Attention on On-Screen Elements

Although, research has been done to attract attention on large displays, especially for advertisement, only little research so far has a focus on guiding attention on whiteboards for orientation purpose. One approach is the use of a spotlight on the projection [21]. Additionally, to exposing an area with a spotlight, the surrounding gets darkened. This method could guide user’s attention successfully. However it makes independent work of multiple users on one whiteboard very hard, as this visualization technique is rather distracting for co-workers.

Ion et al. [17, 18] presented a method to display 'off-view' moving objects in an overview + detail-setup for maps. Depending on these dynamic objects, the detailed views automatically adapted to keep them visible, also outside
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Figure 2.2: Spotlight [21]: attracting attention on on-screen elements, by a spotlight and darkening of the surrounding area.

Figure 2.3: Canyon [17, 18]: a technique for uncovering off-view elements (a). City Lights [46] shows off-screen elements in the form of borders. The direction and size of these off-screen objects is presented by the length and position of these borders (b).

the actual view. A small additional view was attached in the direction the object was moving. Distance was indicated by a virtual fold (Figure 2.3 (a)). However, this technique needed a lot of screen space and does not meet our requirements, like for example the possibility of private interaction.

2.2.2 Perception of Off-Screen Elements

Different ways of making off-screen objects visible on-screen are already published [3, 14, 16, 46]. Most of them deal successfully with the problem of devices with a small screen [3, 14, 16]. Existing research is comparing these techniques for mobile devices [6, 12]. All these methods have in common that they are designed to uncover multiple off-screen objects in a certain area. In contrast, the work at hand requires displaying a few elements (dependent
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on the number of users), on a large display. Furthermore, we expect views at different distances, which would be difficult to show with the mentioned techniques.

An example for displaying off-screen elements on desktop workstations is City Lights. City Lights [46] is a fisheye visualization technique. It presented contextual views in the form of borders along the window to show off-screen objects (Figure 2.3 (b)). The length and position of the borders indicated the direction and size of these off-screen objects. These borders were also used for navigation. By selecting a border, the view got automatically shifted to the closest object indicated by that border element. This technique is quite similar to the visual cues we present in the thesis at hand. Nonetheless, City Lights is designed for single user and single display interaction.

Other interesting approaches in this context exist, for example, Frisch and Dachselt [10] showed a technique for uncovering off-screen elements of class-diagrams. In this project, border elements showed the direction, number and type of off-screen objects. However, this technique is only partly suitable for our use case, as there is no way of indicating size and distance. Context aware graph navigation that can also be used for map applications has been presented by Ghani et al. [11]. Off-screen nodes and their surrounding area were shifted to the borders of the screen. This is a very space-efficient rendering technique. Which nodes are shown was, amongst others, dependent on the distance of the nodes to the edge of the screen.

2.3 Ambient Light

Jones et al. [20] presented, IllumiRoom, an ambient light solution for augmenting the area around the screen with a projection. Their solution was mainly designed for gaming. The projection extended the view and let users immerse in a new gaming experience (Figure 2.4 (a)). An example for a commercial product solution is Philips’ Ambilight television. The light around the television’s edges matches and adapts according to the currently shown content. While these solutions are designed for large monitors, also mobile phones can be extended with ambient light (Figure 2.4 (b)). One of the demonstrated use cases [24, 29] is to visualize off-screen objects of maps, similar to the approach we present in this thesis. Equal to our solution, distance was indicated by light intensity [29]. However, one light represents one off-screen element. A similar approach, but for dynamic objects, will be presented [24] in the near future. During two studies with prototypes, they analyzed user interaction with ambient light, added to a tablet computer. Amongst others, the idea of mapping distance to the light’s brightness was tested. Unfortunately, they found no clear preference. Qualitative results show, ambient light does not distract at all and benefits from its intuitiveness.
2.4 Gaze Supported Interaction

The positive effects of using gaze to support natural user interaction are proved by multiple publications [7, 22, 37, 38]. However, the problem of unintentionally triggering an action (also known as the Midas touch problem [19]) as well as long dwell times are known issues in gaze interaction.

Certain projects used attention in the form of eye gaze to decide which device a user wants to communicate with. Gaze could activate appliances and interaction was done by speech [35]. Additionally, devices could react on a lack of user attention as it is implemented in the work at hand. Similarly, Ballendat et al. [2] and Figure 2.5 (b), presented a system that consisted of several devices, which are reacting to position, identity, movement and orientation. In one of the presented use cases, a television is showing a video. As the attention of the person in front of the television switches to another device or person, the television reacts with pausing the video. In contrast, Dickie et al. suggested a gaze-based, single-user technique for switching between multiple desktop computer setups [7]. The results of an experiment show that the gaze-based technique performs best compared to switching by mouse, function keys and working with multiple keyboards.

There is extensive research about using gaze interaction for selection tasks on distant displays. Examples are, Turner et al. [40, 41] and Figure 2.5 (a), who introduced multiple interaction techniques, combining eye-gaze and touch gestures on a mobile device. By combining gaze interaction with
additional touch gestures, no dwell time is needed and the Midas touch problem can be minimized. Besides, Stellmach and Dachselt [37, 38], extended the combination of gaze and touch gestures with for example, an additional magnification lens. Others [22], combined eye-gaze with keyboard input.

Compared to the mentioned research, our approach uses a lack of attention to trigger an action. Second, as the focus-detection must be enabled via a button, unintentional activation is not possible. Furthermore, there is no dwell time needed in our solution.
Chapter 3

Application Design

In the following chapter, the design decisions concerning the implemented solution are presented. Therefore, on- and off-screen visual cues are described in detail. These visual cues are classified in digital renderings on the whiteboard and visual cues via ambient light around the whiteboard. Furthermore, the used setup is introduced and general requirements for this system are discussed.

3.1 System

The solution, we are presenting supports multiple users who can either work directly on the digital whiteboard or with additional personal devices, such as tablet computers (Figure 3.1).

![Figure 3.1: The basic setup consists of a digital whiteboard and gets extended with an additional tablet computer for every user.](image)
3. Application Design

3.1.1 Digital Whiteboard

The digital whiteboard used for this work is a $4 \times 1.25$ m projection. Interaction with the device is handled via pen and keyboard. Pen interaction enables direct manipulation and fast interaction. The large surface of the device has several benefits. It can act as an overview display and supports multiple users working in parallel. On the other hand, the projectors have a low resolution and the benefit of public presentation of information accompanies with the drawback of users feeling awkward while working in front of an audience. Zooming and navigation play a key role in map interaction. These features can be controlled via pen input. Compared to well-established multi-touch interaction, this interaction technique needs some practice.

3.1.2 Tablet Computer

Extending the whiteboard setup with additional tablet computers adds a lot of benefits. First of all, the device is mobile, there is no need to stand and work directly on the whiteboard. This means, it is easier to interact with the system while keeping an overview from a distance, without constantly moving to and away from the whiteboard. Large user groups can distribute their work on several devices and are no longer standing in the way and blocking co-workers. The benefits of the interaction via touch gestures and the high-resolution of this device, enable a smart, fast and precise interaction. Furthermore, the built-in front camera of the device makes focus-detection possible. An additional tablet computer adds a private interaction space, where information can be hidden from others. Moreover, it enables authentication and personalization.

3.2 Uncovering the Tablet’s View

The approach of adding a tablet computer to this setup solves several of the mentioned drawbacks of a whiteboard-only system. In the following we discuss the requirements for the proposed setup.

3.2.1 Design Goals

We designed this system to support the extension of digital whiteboards with tablet computers. It enhances, finding the spatial orientation of the tablet view’s position on the large whiteboard display. Most importantly, visual cues need to be detected very fast and attract the user’s attention. On the other hand, the visual cues should be as little distracting as possible, for co-workers that are currently working on the whiteboard.

A more general requirement for this system is an easy and intuitive interaction. This system should be self-explanatory and therefore useable without a need for any practice.
Visual Cues

In a typical use case, the whiteboard shows an overview map of an area, while the tablet devices show different detailed views. These detailed views can be part of the whiteboard’s currently shown content or not. The implemented setup supports map views on every level of detail.

The system needs to react immediately and the visual cues should appear on demand. Therefore, the goal for focus-aware orientation via visual cues is to work without dwell time. Unintended actions must not be triggered. Enabling and disabling the focus-detection on demand can counteract this. Both, on- and off-screen visual cues need to be straightforward to interpret and easy to spot. It is crucial for a tablet view’s representation to be easy to detect at all zoom levels. Furthermore, off-screen visual cues need to provide a spatial hint about distance and direction of the tablet’s view position.

Private Interaction and Collaboration

Adding a tablet computer to the whiteboard setup enables a private interaction space (Figure 3.2). Information is no longer immediately visible for everybody. As the visual cue on the whiteboard is only shown on demand, users can hide their current view on their personal device.
On the other hand, the system should be able to share and present the tablet’s view of a single user for collaboration on the whiteboard display. The possibility to synchronize the current personal view with the whiteboard’s content is provided via a button on the tablet application’s interface.

Direct Manipulation and Automatic Response

On the digital whiteboard, direct manipulation is possible via pen input. This benefit can be used on the tablets via touch interaction (Figure 3.2). Navigation is done by dragging.

The system is designed to support focus-aware visual cues. This focus-detection is working without any calibration. Depending on a user’s current focus, the on/off-screen visual cue is shown. Once enabled, the application automatically detects whether the current focus is on the tablet device or not. If the application cannot detect a person, it assumes that the focus is not on the tablet anymore and shows the appropriate visual cue.

Supporting Multiple Users

The visual cues enable assuming where co-workers are currently working. These representations of the work area can be compared and overlapping views can be detected.

The described setup supports individual work as well as asynchronous collaboration. The personal tablet device serves as individual workspace. It is completely independent and zooming and navigation does not affect the whiteboard application. Detailed views and overview can be displayed on the personal device on demand without distracting co-workers. Different types of map views (hybrid and satellite view) are adjustable for each device.

3.2.2 Map Application

The map application designed for the whiteboard has only a few interaction possibilities. Besides navigation via panning and zooming, locations can be searched on the map and the map view’s type can be changed. Initially, the start location is set to “Linz, Austria” and an appropriate zoom level for getting an overview of the city. The application designed for the tablet devices has also “Linz” as start location, but shows a more detailed view. The zoom level can vary and its minimum and maximum values can be configured for each map. A settings button is placed in the right bottom corner of the whiteboard’s map application. In the settings dialog the maximum distance for the off-screen visual cues can be entered in kilometers. Furthermore, users’ colors can be changed and the ambient light can be turned on and off.

The map application we implemented for the tablet devices (Figure 3.3) has a button bar with five buttons on the right border. As the application is designed to be used in landscape mode, the button bar is easy to reach for
both, right as left handed people. On the very bottom, two zoom buttons (Figure 3.3, No. 1) adjust the zoom level of the map. The Focus Detection-button (Figure 3.3, No. 2) is responsible for enabling and disabling the focus-detection via camera. As previous work shows (i.e. [38]), it is desired by users to be able to turn focus-detection on and off on demand. The Sync-button (Figure 3.3, No. 3) is to synchronize the whiteboard’s view with the view currently shown on the tablet screen. The topmost Show View-button (Figure 3.3, No. 4) is for showing on- and off-screen visual cues of the current personal view on the whiteboard. The application also has a search functionality (Figure 3.3, No. 5) and the map view’s type can be switched to hybrid/satellite view (Figure 3.3, No. 6).

3.2.3 Visual Cues

Both, the individual tablet computers as well as the collaborative whiteboard can show different parts of maps. Also, the type of view (hybrid and satellite) and the zoom level can differ. As long as a tablet’s view is overlapping with the view shown on the whiteboard it is referred to as on-screen visual cue (Figure 3.4). All other cases are off-screen representations. To detect the personal view in a collaboration setup, each user has an individual predefined color, in which visual cues appear.
3.2.4 On-Screen Visual Cue

The following section will describe the appearance and design of on-screen visual cues in detail.

Representation of the Tablet’s View

The on-screen visual cue is a rectangle, which indicates the current tablet view’s position. This rectangle has the exact dimensions of the tablet’s current map view. If the map application’s window gets resized on the tablet computer, the tablet’s view representation also appears in the appropriate size. The rectangle’s colored border attracts attention and is responsible for user identification. To make sure, the rectangle emphasizes from the background, independent of its color, we added a white background. Depending on the zoom levels of the devices, the tablet’s view can be rather small and therefore hard to detect (Figure 3.5) on the large whiteboard display. The application handles this problem with an additional magnification and animation.

Magnification and Animation

To ensure a zoomed-in view can be detected on a large overview, the application provides rendering multiple magnified versions of the on-screen representation. These enlarged rectangles surround the actual tablet’s view.
Figure 3.5: If the tablet’s view is zoomed-in and the whiteboards current zoom level is very low, a rectangle representing the current tablet’s view is hard to detect. Therefore, rendering multiple, magnified rectangles is important.

and are attracting attention. An animation shows the rectangles, beginning with the largest and ending with the actual tablet’s view. We adjust the size of the enlarged rectangles dependent on the current zoom level of the whiteboard application’s map. Accordingly, the visual representation’s size is appropriate and visible on the screen for all zoom levels. As the Show View-button of the application is hit, the animation is played and the visual cue of the actual view stays until the button is released. The smallest rectangle, representing the actual view of the tablet, has a white, semi-transparent filling. In figure 3.6 this is shown for multiple users.

3.2.5 Off-Screen Visual Cue

As the tablet screen can display maps that are completely outside of the view currently shown on the digital whiteboard screen, it comes to off-screen visual cues. The basic idea is, to enable estimating how far the tablet’s view is away from the whiteboard’s view and in which direction it is located. We have implemented borderline representations in two versions, a rendering,
Figure 3.6: The smallest rectangle with a semi-transparent filling shows the actual view of the tablet. The representation’s color is unique for every user. Multiple visual cues can be shown simultaneously and can overlap.

as shown in figure 3.10 and lines in the form of ambient light around the whiteboard (Figure 3.12). Both options show the tablet’s view, shifted to the border of the whiteboard’s view. While the borderline’s position is indicating the tablet view’s location, the opacity is indicating the distance. We decided for light opacity to show high distances and fully opaque lines to show close views.

**Edge-Aligned Borderlines**

For situations where the tablet’s view is orthogonally shifted from the whiteboard’s view, the borderline appears on the closest aligned border (Figure 3.7). The length of the border shows the actual view of the tablet, which means the higher the zoom level on the tablet screen, the shorter is the borderline.

**Corner Visual Cue**

If the tablet’s view is diagonal shifted to the whiteboard’s view, the visual cue appears in the corner of the whiteboard screen. This includes cases where

1. the tablet’s view is completely in the corner (Figure 3.8 (a)),
2. the tablet’s view is partly in the corner,
   - (a) top/bottom of the view is in the corner (Figure 3.8 (b)),
   - (b) left/right part of the view is in the corner (Figure 3.8 (c)).
3. Application Design

Figure 3.7: If the tablet’s view is completely in one of the green areas, it is an orthogonal shift and the borderline therefore appears only on one of the edges.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.8: Examples for diagonal shifts represented in the corner of the whiteboard screen. The tablet’s view is completely shifted to the corner (a). The tablet’s bottom of the view is partly shifted in the corner (b). The tablet’s right side of the view is partly shifted in the corner (c).

Distance and Opacity

In order to indicate distance, we adjust the borderlines opacity. The closer the tablet’s view is to the whiteboard’s view, the more opaque it becomes. As the distances can highly differ between use cases for the application, the maximum distance can be adjusted in the settings of the whiteboard. Henceforward the maximum distance, the opacity of the borderline is zero.
3. Application Design

(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: The rendered borderlines show the direction and the distance of the tablet’s view to the whiteboard’s view. As the opacity of the lines indicates the distance, big distances can be hard to detect (a). Therefore an additional thin, fully opaque line attracts attention. Furthermore, the final version of the borderline has a white background (Figure 3.10) to emphasize from the map (b).

Figure 3.10: The final, rendered borderline of a tablet’s view, that is orthogonally shifted to the south of the whiteboard’s map view.

Rendered Borderline  To make sure the rendered border can always be detected, although the distance and therefore the transparency is high (Figure 3.9 (a)), a thin colored line on the inside edge of the border attracts additional attention (Figure 3.9 (b)). For further visual support, a slightly bigger, white background line is rendered, so it becomes easier to interpret the opacity level, independent of the background’s color (Figure 3.10). The opacity calculation will be discussed in the implementation chapter.
Figures 3.11 (a) and (b) show empirically measured example renderings of how the distance influences the opacity of the borderline: the first example (Figure 3.11 (a)) has an alpha value of 60%, which is a distance of about 36 km (as the maximum distance is set to 60 km). In contrast, the second example shows an alpha value of only 30% (Figure 3.11 (b)), which indicates a distance of about 18 km.

**Ambient Light**  Similar to the rendered borderlines, the off-screen indicators via ambient light appear around the edges of the whiteboard in a user’s individual color (Figure 3.12). The ambient light can show direction and distance like the rendered borderlines, but need no screen space. Thus, this technique does not hide any information on the map. For indicating distance, the borderline color and the white background are blended. Figures 3.13 (a) and (b) show examples of different distances.
Figure 3.12: The ambient light can show off-screen visual cues for multiple users simultaneously.

Figure 3.13: Examples for borderlines via ambient light: with a distance of 47 km (a) and with a distance of 14.5 km (b).
Chapter 4

Implementation

The following chapter includes the implementation details of the described application. After a short introduction to the map application, we define calculations for the different visual cues. The implementation of on- and off-screen visual cues will be discussed precisely, followed by the implementation of the ambient light and multi-user handling. The last two parts of this chapter cover the focus-detection and describe the underlying framework briefly. Source code parts, shown in this chapter, are simplified and adapted to increase readability.

As the application works via wireless network connection, all devices should be part of the same wireless network. The application is designed, implemented and tested for Windows 8. The digital whiteboard we used is a projection that is also running on a Windows 8 machine.

4.1 Map App

This map application is built-up on the GMap.NET\textsuperscript{1} framework, which will be discussed further in the underlying framework (Section 4.5). Basis for positioning visual cues on these maps are latitude and longitude values. The basic setup consists of three applications:

1. host,
2. whiteboard application, and
3. application for tablets.

\textsuperscript{1}http://greatmaps.codeplex.com/
Figure 4.1: If one of the clients hits the Show View-button, the current viewarea is sent to the host application and distributed to the other clients. The receiving whiteboard application handles the appropriate representation of the tablet view.

The viewarea is the most important data sent between these applications as shown in Figure 4.1. It includes the following attributes:

- the view’s top latitude,
- the view’s bottom latitude,
- the view’s left longitude,
- the view’s right longitude,
- the unique client ID.

Additionally to the view’s bounds, the unique client ID is sent to identify the requesting user.

Responsible for handling the connection between the devices, sending and receiving messages, is the host application. This application can either run on the whiteboard or on one of the tablet devices in the network. But depending on the use case, participants and their tablet devices will come and go. Therefore, it is recommended to start the host application on the computer for the whiteboard. All devices are basically clients. Clients can subscribe themself to the connection. Subscribed clients get a unique client ID, which enables to identify and distinguish between clients.

**Whiteboard** The map application running on the whiteboard is responsible for showing the visual cues of the different tablet views. It also works independently of the tablet application. As the whiteboard application receives the appropriate viewarea from the host application, it interprets it and decides which visual cue should appear on which location of the current map view.

**Tablet** The map application for the tablet computers is designed for tablets and touch interaction, but works on every windows machine. Therefore, it can also be used on notebooks. It sends the current viewarea when the appropriate event is triggered. This can happen via button click or as a result of the focus-detection.
4. Implementation

4.2 The Workflow

Figure 4.2 shows the workflow in detail to clarify it step-by-step. Basically, if the *Show View*-button is hit on one of the tablet computers, or the event is raised by the focus-detection, the *viewarea* is sent from the tablet to the host. Then the host broadcasts it to the whiteboard application. First, the whiteboard application checks if the user ID, which raised the event, is already known. If an ID unknown, a new user is created, saved to the user-list and assigned to a color.

The first step for the actual visual representation of the view is to decide whether or not the received *viewarea* is on-screen of the currently shown map on the whiteboard. Therefore, a boundingbox-check is implemented. If the tablet’s view is on-screen, the coordinates for the rectangles need to be calculated, the rectangles are styled appropriately and drawn to the map. Is the tablet’s view off-screen, the relation of the location of the tablet’s view, to the whiteboard, needs to be detected. Thus, the four corners get checked first. If no corner can be identified, the application tests for orthogonal shifts. Once the appropriate border is detected, the coordinates and distances are calculated, the borderline are styled according to the user ID and the distance. The last step is again, to draw the borderline on the map. If it comes to ambient light borderline, the color values are getting sent to the ambient light controller.

4.3 Visual Cue

In the following paragraphs the implementation for showing the discussed visual cues will be described in detail.

4.3.1 On-Screen Visual Cue

If the view of the requesting tablet overlapping with the whiteboard’s view, an on-screen visual cue in the form of the mentioned animated rectangles is displayed.

**Visualize Tablet View**

The size of the tablet’s view visual representation corresponds to the exact dimensions of the tablet’s current view. As the *viewarea* of the tablet is sent to the whiteboard, the rectangle with these receiving values is drawn. However the order of the coordinates need to be changed to draw a rectangle. The third and fourth coordinate need to be switched, otherwise the displayed polygon has the shape of an hourglass. All colored rectangles have a stroke width of 4 pt, to emphasize them from the background, white rectangles with a stroke width of 5 pt are rendered additionally in advance.
Figure 4.2: This flowchart shows the basic workflow when a Show View-event is raised by one of the tablet devices. If the event is triggered by the appropriate button or by the focus-detection makes no difference in the workflow. The three gray scales in this figure indicate, that these steps happen in different applications. The first part in the tablet application, the second is done by the host and the whiteboard application is responsible for the last part.
Animation and Semi-Transparent Overlay

For the animation of the on-screen visual cue multiple rectangles need to be calculated and displayed. The original coordinates are magnified by a \texttt{magnificationFactor}, which is dependent on the current zoom level of the map, displayed on the whiteboard. Additionally, the \texttt{widthHeightRatio} of the view needs to be considered in the calculation. As there are longitude values from 180 to \(-180\) and latitude values from 90 to \(-90\), either the longitude or the latitude values need to be adjusted to keep the rectangles in the same shape (Program 4.1 Line 4).

Scaling of the magnified rectangles should be very low for highly zoomed in maps and rather large for low zoom levels. Therefore, we empirically evaluated and decided for a function with an exponential growth for the \texttt{magnificationFactor} (Figure 4.3).

Program 4.1 Lines 5-7 show the actual values to calculate the appropriate \texttt{magnificationFactor} for the coordinates. In our solution, this zoom value can vary from 2 to a maximum of 20. This \texttt{magnificationFactor} needs to be added or subtracted, depending on the currently calculated coordinate (Figure 4.4 and Program 4.1 Lines 12-26).

This function results in very low values for high zoom levels. Until a zoom level of 17 the \texttt{magnificationFactor} is zero, which means that the appearing rectangles are the same size. The maximum \texttt{magnificationFactor} is 3, for a zooming level of zero, but as the minimum zoom level of the current implementation is 2, the rectangle is maximum scaled by a value of 2.05 (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: The magnificationFactor is the value that indicates how much the original rectangle is scaled to get the magnified rectangles for the animation. Depending on the actual coordinate, the magnificationFactor needs to be added or subtracted.

The program zoomingAnimation (Program 4.1) shows how the coordinates for the magnified rectangles are calculated. The zoomingAnimation method is called asynchronously and let the rectangles appear and disappear with a pause of 250 milliseconds.

If the map on the whiteboard has a higher zoom level, than the map of the tablet device, the actual view would be to big to visualize. Consequently, the whole whiteboard view gets an semi-transparent overlay.

4.3.2 Off-Screen Visual Cue

An off-screen visual cue appears, if the viewarea of the tablet is completely outside the whiteboard’s view. First, the application checks if the tablet’s view is in one of the four corners or orthogonally shifted. An orthogonal shift is displayed by a visual cue of one borderline, while a visual cue in one of the corners is achieved by generating two borderlines.

Orthogonal Shift

An orthogonally shifted view of the tablet is visualized by a single line along the edge of the whiteboard’s display (Figure 3.7) or the appropriate ambient light border. The line’s boundaries are depending on the tablet’s view and are aligned to the edges of the whiteboard’s view. Therefore, vertically aligned borderlines have the latitude value of the whiteboard’s edge and
4. Implementation

Program 4.1: This code part shows how the coordinates for the magnified rectangles are calculated. The `widthHeightRatio` is important for remaining the correct ratio of longitude and latitude values. The `magnificationFactor` is dependent on the current zoom level of the map, displayed on the whiteboard.

```
//calculate coordinates for magnified rectangles and add to map
private async void startZoomingAnimation(int uniqueClientId)
{
    double whRatio = viewarea.getWidth() / viewarea.getHeight();
    magnificationFactor = Math.Pow(5, (MainMap.Zoom / (-3))) *
    (MainMap.Zoom + 3);
    magnificationFactor *= 1.5;
    ZoomedCoords.Clear();

    for (int i = 2; i >= 0; i--)
    {
        ZoomedCoords.Add(
            new PointLatLng(Coords[0].Lat + (magnificationFactor * i),
                            Coords[0].Lng - (magnificationFactor * i * whRatio)));
        ZoomedCoords.Add(
            new PointLatLng(Coords[1].Lat + (magnificationFactor * i),
                            Coords[1].Lng + (magnificationFactor * i * whRatio)));
        ZoomedCoords.Add(
            new PointLatLng(Coords[2].Lat - (magnificationFactor * i),
                            Coords[2].Lng + (magnificationFactor * i * whRatio)));
        ZoomedCoords.Add(
            new PointLatLng(Coords[3].Lat - (magnificationFactor * i),
                            Coords[3].Lng - (magnificationFactor * i * whRatio)));
        Rectangle = new GMapPolygon(ZoomedCoords);
        ...
        ZoomedCoords.Clear();
    }
}
```

the longitude top- and bottom values of the tablet’s view. Consequently, for horizontally aligned borderlines, the longitude value is taken from the whiteboard top/bottom border and the latitude values are the left and right values of the tablet’s `viewarea`. Additionally to longitude and latitude, the orientation of the borderline is important for the correct presentation of the gradient line. These calculations are necessary for both options, the rendered, as well as the borderlines via ambient light. The orientation is therefore saved, and later used to define the gradient values for the rendered borderline or rather used set the correct RGB values for the ambient light.
4. Implementation

1 // calculating alpha value
2 float alpha = (float) (1 - (calcDistance(uniqueClientId) / maxDistanceToGoal));
3
4 if (alpha > 1) alpha = 1;
5 if (alpha < 0) alpha = 0;
6 ...
7
8 // adding gradient stops for borderlines
9 gradientBrush.GradientStops.Add(new GradientStop(Color.FromScRgb(alpha, userColor.ScR, userColor.ScG, userColor.ScB), 0.0));
10 gradientBrush.GradientStops.Add(new GradientStop(Color.FromScRgb(alpha, userColor.ScR, userColor.ScG, userColor.ScB), 0.8));
11 gradientBrush.GradientStops.Add(new GradientStop(userColor, 1.0));

Program 4.2: The alpha value for the borderlines is calculated by the distance between the center of the tablet’s view, the center of the whiteboard’s view and the maximum distance. Alpha cannot be greater than one, or less than zero.

Distance and Opacity

Every rendered borderline is split in two parts, a gradient and a fully opaque part. For the correct orientation the end and start point of the x and y-values of the line need to be adjusted to the orientation value of the line. The distance between the tablet’s view and the whiteboard needs to be calculated for the gradient part. The alpha value is the distance divided by the maximum distance, defined in the settings of the whiteboard application (Program 4.2, Line 2). The alpha value for the borderlines needs to be between zero and one. For the borderlines via ambient light, this distance is blended with the user’s color.

Corners

The application needs to check each corner separately. Per corner, there are three possible cases for the tablet’s view in relation to the whiteboard’s view. The tablet’s view can be exactly shifted diagonally and therefore be completely in the corner (Figure 3.8 (a)), but also if only a part of the tablet’s view is in the corner, borderlines appear in the corner (Figure 3.8 (b) and (c)). Consequently it is more likely that the view of the tablet is at least partly in a corner, therefore corners are checked before orthogonal shifts.

Every corner is made of two borderlines, a horizontal and a vertical line. These borderlines are generated exactly as the borderlines for orthogonally shifted views. But the lines need an additional shift to appear in the correct position. Therefore, the distance between the boundaries of the tablet’s view
Figure 4.5: Case 1: If the tablet’s view is diagonally shifted from the whiteboard’s view, the resulting borderlines are each half the length of their original size.

and the whiteboard’s view is calculated. In the program 4.3 (Lines 8 and 20) it is shown that the distance, in this case for the right bottom corner, is calculated by: the difference between the right longitude values of the views, for the horizontal line and the bottom latitude values for the vertical line.

Corner Shift In general, the shift for the lines in the corner is dependent on the distance between the two views. It is calculated by

\[ shift = distance - \frac{lengthAlignedSide}{2}. \] (4.1)

The \textit{lengthAlignedSide} is the width of the view, for the calculation of horizontal lines, or the height for the calculation of vertical lines. By shifting the line accordingly, half of the view’s width/height is visible in the corner. Besides the distance, the direction of the tablet’s view is important. For a more accurate representation of the view’s direction an additional calculation step is needed, for views that are partly shifted to the corner. Only views that are completely in the corner appear with borderlines with each a length of half the width/height of the original view (Figure 3.8 (a)). Otherwise, depending on the case, the latitude/longitude values from the original view are taken for the vertical/horizontal visual cue of the borderline, the second borderline is shown only to 25% percent (Program 4.4). As the figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 show, this visual cue makes it easier to assume the spatial location of the view.
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Figure 4.6: Case 2: Is the tablet’s view is only partly in the corner, as in this case shifted to the south of the whiteboard’s view, the horizontal line has the same longitude values as the original view. Only a quarter of the vertical line is shown.

Figure 4.7: Case 3: Like in the former figure (4.6), the tablet’s view is only partly in the corner, in this case on the right side of the whiteboard’s view. Here the vertical line has the same latitude values as the original view. Only a quarter of the horizontal line is shown.

There is a special case that can cause an incorrect presentation of the corners. This case is dependent on the ratio of the tablets view and the distance between the two views (Figure 4.8).
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Program 4.3: This program shows how lines for the right bottom corner are created. When the rendered borderlines are added to the map (Lines 17 and 29), an index handles the order of the lines (index 0 and 1 are horizontal lines (white background and colored line), index 2 and 3 are the vertical lines). For the ambient light these calculations are also necessary and followed by converting the coordinates to pixel values.

If

\[ distance \geq \frac{width}{2}, \]  

(4.2)

the resulting shift is \( \leq 0 \). In this case, shift is set again to make 25% of the borderline visible (Program 4.4). We are aware, this causes an incorrect result. However, the corresponding borderline would not be visible otherwise or too short and therefore hidden by the second borderline of this corner.
Figure 4.8: shift for borderlines in the corner is dependent on the distance between the two views and the length of the aligned side. The length of the aligned side is the width of the tablet’s view for horizontal lines and the height for vertical lines.

Program 4.4: Calculating shift for the borderlines of the corner. If shift is less or equal 0, then it is increased to make a quarter of the original length visible. This makes sure, every line is shifted in the correct direction and therefore is visible.

Rendered Borderline The rendered lines have a stroke width of 16 pt, but are only shown half, as they are aligned to the border of the screen. To emphasize no matter what the background map currently looks like, each line has a slightly larger white background line with a stroke width of 20 pt.
Ambient Light

The ambient light is implemented using three addressable LED strips, with 60 LEDs per meter, which are arranged around the edges of the whiteboard (Figure 4.9). Altogether we have 624 LED sources. These strips are connected and controlled by a Leonardo Arduino microcontroller (Figure 4.10). An ambient light controller runs on the whiteboard computer and enables managing each LED source individually. The whiteboard application is connected to this controller software by a TCP connection. Via that connection, it sends a `pixelValues`-array with the appropriate RGB values. The ambient light controller can access the individual LED sources and maps the received data accordingly. The LEDs RGB values are reached via PWM. This technique uses a rectangular pulse wave. The pulse width is modulated to send the appropriate values to the LEDs. Each LED source takes the first value and cuts it from the stream. The rest of the stream gets forwarded to the following LEDs.

The `pixelValues`-array gets updated for each `Show View`-event, a tablet sends to the whiteboard application. This `pixelValues`-array is filled according the former described calculations for borderlines. Therefore, it is necessary to compute the rendered borderlines and convert the latitude and longitude values to the according pixels. These pixel values are the start and end pixels of the borderline. The color and the opacity of the line are

\[\text{http://arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/PWM/}\]
Figure 4.10: This sketch shows the wiring for the three LED strips, connected to the Arduino board (Pin 4, 5 and 6). The data supports a computer, running the ambient light controller and connected via USB to the Arduino board.

Program 4.5: Computing the pixel array for the ambient light.
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Figure 4.11: These four colors are predefined for the first users. Via the settings dialog, these colors can be adjusted.

blended with the white background by alpha blending (Program 4.5, Lines 18-23). This technique enables to show different distances for tablet views (Figure 5.10). The \texttt{pixelValues}-array is filled with the resulting color values (Program 4.5).

4.3.3 Multi-User Handling

As already mentioned, the shown setup implicates the simultaneous handling of multiple users. Even if visual cues of multiple users appear at the same time on the whiteboard screen, it needs to be possible to distinguish between them and identify them. We can identify devices by their unique client ID and distinguish their visual cues by color-coding. The \texttt{user}-class of the map application is a part of the whiteboard application and is responsible for user handling. The whiteboard application handles the initialization of the user colors. Four pre-defined colors (DarkGreen, MidnightBlue, Purple and Maroon) guarantee a high contrast to the map in the background (Figure 4.11). These colors can be modified via a color picker in the settings of the whiteboard application. Therefore, the current version of the application is designed for up to four tablet devices. Theoretically, the application can handle more users.

The appearance of each on- or off-screen visual cue and particularly, the disappearance of these visual cues need to be independent of each other. The solution for removing only the visual cue of a single user, as desired, is to tag all visual cue elements with the unique client ID of a user (Program 4.6). This approach makes sure, elements can be identified with a user and therefore, appear and disappear on demand. These visual elements are implemented as \texttt{Markers}. We will further describe these markers in section \textit{Underlying Framework}. For the ambient light, the start and end pixel values are saved for each user. Thus, the appropriate pixels can be reset to black to let an ambient borderline disappear.
// clear all rendered visual elements of a specific user
private void clearMainMap(int uniqueClientId)
{
    if (MainMap.Markers.Count() > 0)
    {
        for (int i = (MainMap.Markers.Count() - 1); i >= 0; i--)
        {
            if (MainMap.Markers[i].Tag != null &&
                MainMap.Markers[i].Tag.Equals(uniqueClientId))
            {
                removeMarker(i);
            }
        }
    }
}

// clear ambilight of a specific user
public void clearPixelValues(int uniqueClientId)
{
    for (int i = userStart; i <= userEnd; i++)
    {
        pixelValues[i].R = 0;
        pixelValues[i].G = 0;
        pixelValues[i].B = 0;
    }
    Client.SendObject(new AmbientLightTcpMessage(
        MessageType.RgbPerPixel,
        new AmbientLightValues()
        {
            Values = ByteConversion.Convert(pixelValues)
        }));
    userStart = 0;
    userEnd = 0;
}

Program 4.6: All visual elements (markers) on the map are tagged with the unique user ID. This enables deleting elements by user or respectively, setting the appropriate LEDs to black.

4.3.4 Synchronize View

The Sync-Button enables users to show their current personal view on the whiteboard. When the Sync-Button on one of the connected tablet computers is hit, the position of the view and the zoom level get sent to the host application. The host application is responsible for distributing the information to the whiteboard, which will navigate to the received position and adjust the zoom level according to the request. Each connected tablet computer can synchronize its view with the digital whiteboard and can therefore overwrite the last view.
4.4 Head Tracking

Focus-detection can be enabled and disabled for each tablet device individually via a button. One major benefit of this implementation is, that it works calibration-free. When the focus-detection is enabled, the front camera of the tablet is activated, which is noticeable via a notification LED source next to the camera. If the application can’t detect a user’s face, the application supposes that their focus is not on the tablet anymore and therefore renders the visual cue as described before. The algorithm for the face-detection is a project of the University of Debrecen, Hungary and was developed, by a team of students, during the 17th Summer School on Image Processing.\(^3\)

Within the head tracking algorithm, the camera captures and these frames are analyzed. First, these frames are converted to gray for further processing. The converted frames are checked for any detectable faces. As the program 4.7 (Lines 2-5) shows, the method `DetectHaarCascade` analyzes every grayframe for rectangular regions that may contain the haar-like features, the cascade has been trained for. Each image is scanned multiple times at several scales. `HAAR_DETECTION_TYPE.DO_CANNY_PRUNING` is a heuristic to reduce the number of analyzed areas. If this flag is set, an Canny edge detector [5] is used to exclude image areas where the searched elements

\(^3\)http://www.inf.unideb.hu/~ssip/teams/team4/index.html
The built-in front camera of the Acer tablet (Figure 4.12) is designed for video-telephony. Head tracking was inaccurate and not reliable while working with the tablet in a convenient way, as the person to track was very close to the camera. Therefore, a lens was added, originally designed as wide-angle extension for the Microsoft Kinect. To make the lens removable, the additional lens was attached to the tablet computer with a clip, printed with a 3D-printer. Figure 4.13 (a) shows the cameras picture without any adjustment, figure 4.13 (b) with the additional wideangle lens. Figure 4.14 shows at which point the algorithm recognizes the focus to be off-screen.
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```csharp
// detecting the face
MCVAvComp[] faces = grayframe.DetectHaarCascade(
    haarfaceFeature, scaleFactor, minNeighbors,
    HAAR_DETECTION_TYPE.DO_CANNY_PRUNING,
    minWindowSize)[0];

// if a face can be detected, the focus is on-screen
if (faces.Length != 0)
{
    offscreen = false;
}
```

Program 4.7: If the faces-array is empty, no face could be detected and a focus off-screen-event is sent to the whiteboard.

4.5 Underlying Framework

The described setup is written in C# and uses Windows Presentation Foundation.\(^4\) For displaying and handling map data GMap.NET\(^5\) has been used. This open source framework enables loading maps, searching through them and placing elements on the maps. These elements are implemented as markers, which are updated on any navigation or zooming. Both applications, designed for the whiteboard and for the tablet computers are basically the same. But they differ in interaction possibilities, as well as, in handling sending and receiving information, from and to the host application.

The underlying framework enables adding markers to the map. Markers can have different shapes and design. In this application the markers are GMapPolygon objects. These marker objects are saved in a GMapMarker-generic ObservableCollection. Every marker has a tag attribute, which is used to identify the marker with the appropriate user. As a corner visual cue is made of four borderlines (two colored borderlines and two white background lines), the marker collection can store up to four markers per user. For every request of a user, their individual markers are removed from the collection and refreshed (Program 4.6). Responsible for the connection between the devices is the Windows Communication Foundation.\(^6\)

The basis of the head-detection is the OpenCV\(^7\) library. It is published under the BSD license and can be used with different programming languages. However for .NET applications an additional wrapper is needed to call OpenCV functions. Therefore EmguCV\(^8\) was used.

\(^4\)http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms754130(v=vs.100)/
\(^5\)http://greatmaps.codeplex.com/
\(^6\)http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms731082(v=vs.110)/
\(^7\)http://opencv.org/
\(^8\)http://emgu.com/
To connect the whiteboard application with the ambient light, we used an ambient light controller, written in C#. This controller can address each of the LED lights individually. Therefore, the Adafruit Neopixel library\textsuperscript{9,10} is used. For the hardware part, we used an Arduino Leonardo\textsuperscript{11} microcontroller with the current 1.0.5 software.

\textsuperscript{9}https://learn.adafruit.com/adafruit-neopixel-uberguide/overview/
\textsuperscript{10}https://github.com/adafruit/Adafruit_NeoPixel/
\textsuperscript{11}http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardLeonardo/
Chapter 5

Discussion

To get deeper insights we conducted an interview and compared the two approaches for off-screen visual cues. We are presenting the results of this interview, ideas for further extensions and new approaches. Furthermore, this chapter discusses the limitations of the implemented solution. More specifically, issues concerning the presented off-screen visual cues and the head-detection.

5.1 Interviews

We have investigated in an explorative evaluation and a comparison of the implemented solution. This evaluation was done in the form of an interview with two experts. The collected results give us insights in benefits and drawbacks of this solution from a user’s perspective. Additionally, these results indicated points of improvement and proposed directions for future work.

5.1.1 Design

For our interview, we invited two interaction design and usability experts to explore our implemented solution. After a short introduction in our test room, they got a tablet computer with the running application, while the connected digital whiteboard was showing a map of “Linz, Austria”. After some time to freely test the system and it’s possibilities, we conducted an interview. This interview and the following discussion were done with both interviewees together and one interviewer.

The focus of this interview was to find differences between the two off-screen visual cue approaches. To detect whether users are able to estimate distances, shown by the visual cues, we prompted the participants with examples of eight different distances in each case via ambient light or by rendering (Figure 5.1 and 5.2). We decided for four distances per approach, distributed from a minimum value of 13.98 to a maximum value of 60 km.
5. Discussion

Figure 5.1: This figures show the ambient light indicators with different distances that we have shown to our participants. Here in ascending order: (a) with a distance of 13.98 km, (b) with a distance of 27.32 km, (c) with a distance of 41.78 km and (d) with a distance of 60 km. During the interview, these examples where shown in random order.

(Tables 5.1 and 5.2, Column 1). These visual cues were shown in random order to be independent on former assumptions. First, four distance cases with ambient light and second, the four rendered borderlines. As each participant had to estimate all eight cases, distances were different for the ambient light and the rendered approach. Interviewees were requested to write down their assumption of the shown distance on a piece of paper.

After this task, pros and cons, as well as new ideas, extensions and suggestions for improvement points were discussed extensively. Additionally, we collected ideas for the overlap-problem (Figure 5.8 and 5.9).

5.1.2 Results

The results of the conducted explorative interview show that participants’ feedback about our solution in general, was positive. Our system supported them in orientation on the large whiteboard display. The easy and direct way of manipulation via the tablet’s touch display was mentioned by the participants to be a benefit. Participants were sitting in front of the digital whiteboard, where they explored all functions from, and checked the triggered results immediately on the digital whiteboard.
Comparing Off-Screen Visual Cues  Asked for pros and cons of the two solutions, participants stated saving display space as the main benefit of the ambient light approach. However, they recognized a lower resolution compared to the rendered borderlines. Generally, ambient light impressed by its beauty but the rendering was declared to be the more suitable solution. Participants mentioned that borderlines, indicating high distances are hard to interpret, especially for visual cues by ambient light.

When the participants were prompted with example renderings and ambient light borderlines, they had to estimate the distances. The distances could be up to 60 km. Overall, participants performed better in the rendering task. While the ambient light guesses varied on average 12.85 km (Table 5.1), the rendered lines varied only 8.05 km (Table 5.2). Therefore, the resulting assumptions for the rendered solution were overall examples, 4.8 km more precise to the ambient light conditions. Eye-catching was one outlier in the rendering task, the participant answered 60 km, but the correct solution was 22.32 km (Table 5.2, Line 4, participant 2). The participant mentioned to have difficulties remembering the mapping of opacity to distance and mixed it up. We eliminated this distance case from the calculation and got a result of 3.63 km deviation from the actual solution, for the rendering task. This means, after the correction of the results, the participants’
estimations for the rendered approach were 9.22 km closer to the actual shown distances, compared to the ambient light solution. Besides the described outlier, all assumed values for the rendered solution were closer to the actual distance than within the ambient light conditions. Interestingly, for the rendered borderlines, results indicate that estimating high distances is much easier, compared to low distances. This is not true for the ambient light cases. The interviewees noted the mapping of opacity to distance on their sheet of paper for checking back during the distance-guessing task.

Interestingly, for the rendering cases, participants were able to rank the four shown distances in the correct order by their km assumptions. Again, this was more difficult for the ambient light cases. The two furthest away distances (41.78 and 60 km) got mixed up.
5. Discussion

**Overlapping Lines**  Another issue of the interview was to find a solution for overlapping borderlines, as it’s the case when multiple visual cues are in the same position.

First, we asked the interviewees for their solution approaches. Participants stated, they would suppose the overlapping lines get stacked on each other. While discussing the inappropriateness of this solution for the ambient light, they came up with the idea of blending the lines’ colors. Another idea for the ambient light scenario was to shift lines appropriately to coexist.

Next, we prompted participants with three solution approaches for the overlapping problem. These solutions where

- one line covers the other completely or partly (Figure 5.3 (a) and (b)),
- the lines’ colors are blended (Figure 5.3 (c) and (d)), and
- the lines are stacked on each other (Figure 5.3 (e) and (f)).

For better imagination and to get a good impression for multiple scenarios, we showed all three options for two scenarios. One where the lines are side by side (Figures 5.3 (a), (c) and (e)) and one where the second line is fully included in the first one (Figures 5.3 (b), (d) and (f)).

For one participant, the length of the lines was confusing, he thought, that they are also indicating distance. The participant noted

“...here (pointing to figure 5.3 (b)), I would guess that the blue line is further away, compared to the red one...”

After discussing, the idea of blending borderlines (Figure 5.3 (a) and (b)) was rejected because the third color, developed by blending the two lines, was mentioned to be irritating.

One participant commented

“...when my color is blue, in this case (pointing to figure 5.3 (b)), additionally to my color, I need to know and remember, that it can become purple...”

The only discovered drawback of the stacked solution was the potential of a space problem, depending on the number of stacked lines.

**Extensions, Improvements and New Approaches**  Additionally, during the interview, multiple new ideas for visual cues came up. Participants began to draw and sketch several drafts. While the first sketches where more focused on improvements of our implemented borderline idea (Figure 5.4), also drafts of completely new approaches were discussed. Figure 5.6 shows illustrations for some of these ideas.

A completely different approach for displaying lines of multiple users in the same location is shown in figure 5.5, the symbol plus the number two should indicate, more then one users’ view is displayed here. Furthermore, an arrow supports direction identification. However they decided, that this
Figure 5.3: The currently implemented solution, where one line covers the other (a) and (b). A solution via blending the lines’ colors (c) and (d). Stacked borderlines (e) and (f).
5. Discussion

Figure 5.4: Illustrations of improvement ideas for the rendered borderlines. Lines can be extended with bubbles and a distance description. Figures (a) and (c) show this idea for one user. Figures (b) and (d) illustrate multi-user scenarios.

Figure 5.5: Multiple users in the same direction could also be indicated by a symbol and the number of users. An additional arrow should show the direction of the tablet’s view in this case.

approach is rather confusing when two users are not in the exact same position, in this case, multiple arrows would be needed.

As shown in figure 5.4 (a) and (b), participants desired to just write down the distances and be therefore without the need of further interpretation. Other ideas were to extend the borderlines with additional patterns or icons,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.6: Illustrations for two different ideas based on direction arrows. Figures (a) and (b) extend the borderline with an additional arrow. While (a) shows this for an orthogonal shifted line, (b) shows it for a corner shift. Figures (c) and (d) show arrows plus distance indication, (e) and (f) show arrows plus a small window with the tablet’s view. Figures (d) and (f) again, show these ideas for multi-user scenarios.

individual for every user. These solutions would be better to recognize, for all distances, compared to the current opacity solution.

Furthermore, the idea to use arrows, showing the direction of the tablet’s view was discussed (Figure 5.6). Participants stated, that borderlines could be unfamiliar and therefore difficult to interpret. These lines and their translation need to be learned. While indicating directions via arrows is a natural and well-known process from devices like navigation systems and compasses.
Figure 5.7: This figure illustrates the idea of indicating a user’s color also on the tablet to easily assign users to devices.

Qualitative results also show that rendered borderlines should be thicker, one suggestion was double the current size. Concerning mapping of users to colors, it was mentioned that it would help to indicate a tablet’s color with a colored rubber ‘bumper’ for the tablet or a LED on the device in the appropriate color (this idea is shown in figure 5.7). Moreover, a caption on the whiteboard display could show the mapping of users to colors. Participants stated, this does not need to be always visible but should be possible to show. Further ideas concerned additional information displays, like activity indicators (which user is the most active, who where last active in which area, etc.).

To sum our results up, participants agreed that a numerical distance indicator would be the better solution compared to the currently implemented approach, where distance is mapped to opacity. During the interview we also detected, that the mapping of light opacity to high distances and fully opaque appearance to low distances is not natural. Also if declared at first, participants mixed these indications up. As our participants just used the system for the first time, the question if mapping distances to opacity gets better by gaining some experience is still open.

5.2 Limitations

Limitations of the current approach are for example showing the visual cues of multiple off-screen devices on the same border and the mapping of distance to opacity. This affects both, the rendered, as well as the off-screen visual cues via ambient light.
Basically, we designed this solution to support collaboration. Therefore, the application can handle simultaneous Show View-events of multiple devices. But when more than one borderline is shown, they can overlap or even hide another line completely (Figures 5.8 and 5.9). The overlap is dependent of:

- the positions of the tablets’ views,
- the current zoom levels of the tablets’ views,
- the calculated distances and therefore the opacity of the borderlines.

The arrangement is dependent on the sequence of incoming events; the later event is on top. We also discussed this issue in the section above, during the interview. The results indicate that a solution where the rendered borderlines are stacked on each other would fit users expectations best.

As the distance of off-screen tablet views is indicated by opacity, this can lead to bright, white appearing ambient light. If multiple lights show high distances, it can become hard to differentiate and assign them to an individual user (Figure 5.10). Additionally, we discovered, the mapping of low distance to high opacity is not straightforward for everybody. This was also one of the discussed points during the evaluation of our approach 5.1.

**Head-Detection**  The dependence on the current light condition of the room respectively, the contrast between head and background is one of the limitations of the head-detection.
Figure 5.9: When two borderlines overlap, the RGB values for the appropriate leds are overwritten by the device, which sends the *Show View*-event later.

Figure 5.10: The borderline in form of ambient light with a distance of about 14.5 km and the color red (a), with a distance of about 47 km and the color red (b), with a distance of 14.5 km and the color blue (c), with a distance of 47 km and the color blue (d). The figures (b) and (c) show, the further away the tablet’s view gets, the less colored the light is. Therefore, it becomes hard to distinguish between the lines and assign them correctly to a user. This is especially true when two visual cues are indicating a similar distance and are positioned nearby or are overlapping.
Visual cues are always displayed when no head can be detected via the built-in front camera of the tablet device. Therefore, no matter where a user’s focus currently is, as long as it cannot be detected on the tablet device, the visual cue appears on the whiteboard. This means, once the focus-detection is enabled, visual cues are displayed also if the user is not looking on the whiteboard display at all. Thus, visual cues can appear unintentionally.

**Evaluation**  During the interview we got some interesting insights in the usability of the implemented solution. We could detect drawbacks and points for improvement. Additionally, also new approaches and extensions of the current solution were discussed. However, this interview was conducted with only two interviewees and on an explorative approach. There is still a lack of a full and structured evaluation of the system with a broad variety of potential users. As this system is designed for collaboration, a group evaluation with a specific use case could be interesting as well.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis we presented an approach to support users’ orientation on DUls. The system is designed for a digital whiteboard and multiple tablet computers. This setup supports collaboration as well as individual work. Visual cues, displayed on a digital whiteboard enable users to easily detect where their current tablet view is located on this large display. We designed, implemented and evaluated this approach.

6.1 Contribution

A tablet’s view can be on- or outside of the whiteboards view. Therefore, we implemented a solution for on- and off-screen visual cues. Both work independent of zoom level and map type. For supporting multi-user capabilities, we designed these visual cues to be distinguished by appearing in user-individual colors. The on-screen visual cues are animated and magnified for attention purpose. For the representation of off-screen tablet views, we investigated in two different approaches. First, a rendered borderline visual cue and second, an ambient light solution. Both options indicate distance via opacity and direction via their position along the edge of the whiteboard display.

Besides the possibility of displaying this orientation support by button click on the tablet device, the system can react on users’ focus. When the focus shifts from the tablet, the appropriate visual cue appears on the digital whiteboard. The presented head-detection works calibration-free and without dwell time.

We conducted an interview to evaluate our solutions. The participants’ general feedback was positive. While comparing the two approaches for off-screen visual cues, we detected benefits and drawbacks of both solutions. The rendered borderline benefits from easier detection of the indicated distance. Ambient light needs no screen space at all and is definitely the more eye-catching solution. Especially when it comes to the case where multi-
ple borderlines should appear on the same position, the rendered borderline benefits from its changeability. During these interviews we additionally collected ideas to further improve and extend the system.

6.2 Future Work

This work is concentrated on supporting users’ orientation on large displays, the presented visual cues are an approach. Finding a good balance between easy to spot visual cues and therefore attracting attention on the one hand but not distracting other users on the other hand is difficult. We presented two different approaches for off-screen representations, in the form of a rendering and via ambient light.

An explorative interview was designed and conducted as an initial study. This interview’s main focus was to get an impression how rendered and ambient light off-screen visual cues are accepted by users. Furthermore, interview results were expected to point out areas requiring further investigations.

However, as the explorative interview, covered by this work can be seen as a preliminary study, there is definitely room for structured studies with users. Especially interesting to evaluate would be the collaboration of a group. This could also detect how good the balance between attracting attention and not distracting co-workers of our solution works.

As an answer to the problem when multiple borderlines are overlapping, we suggest the implementation of stacked lines. As the results of our interview detected, the distance indication by opacity could be extended with a numerical and text-based solution. Other approaches, like the suggested direction arrows could be suitable as well. Further research should be focused on advancement and comparison of these ideas.

As already mentioned in the limitations, focus-detection is based on the detection of user’s face via the tablet’s built-in front camera. A possible solution for this problem would be focus tracking and user identification from the whiteboard. With this solution, visual cues can be shown only when the focus is detected to be on the whiteboard display.
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